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Inside Swiss Banking provides an insider's perspective on how Swiss banks work,
what legal frameworks guide them and how they navigate though the choppy
waters of an increasingly global marketplace. Covering areas reaching from the
Holocaust to Ferdinand Marcos and the most recent troubles of UBS in the United
States, readers will get a rare level of insight into the many mysteries of Swiss
banking, the true meaning of bank secrecy and the challenges facing the Swiss
Banking brand as a new world order is about to transpire in the aftermath of the
deepest economic crisis since the Great Depression.

The Torah Revealed
The author documents her experiences during World War II through a secret diary
she kept during her time in a concentration camp and the years following the war.

Old School
A Secret Gift
Money Mastery
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A renowned expert in Chinese sports medicine and martial arts reveals ancient
Eastern secrets for healing common injuries, including sprains, bruises, deep cuts,
and much more. For centuries, Chinese martial arts masters have kept their highly
prized remedies as carefully guarded secrets, calling such precious and powerful
knowledge "a tooth from the tiger's mouth." Now, for the first time, these deeply
effective methods are revealed to Westerners who want alternative ways to treat
the acute and chronic injuries experienced by any active person. While many
books outline the popular teachings of traditional Chinese medicine, only this one
offers step-by-step instructions for treating injuries. Expert practitioner and martial
artist Tom Bisio explains the complete range of healing strategies and provides a
Chinese first-aid kit to help the reader fully recover from every mishap: cuts,
sprains, breaks, dislocations, bruises, muscle tears, tendonitis, and much more. He
teaches readers how to: Examine and diagnose injuries Prepare and apply herbal
formulas Assemble a portable kit for emergencies Fully recuperate with
strengthening exercises and healing dietary advice Comprehensive and easy to
follow, with drawings to illustrate both the treatment strategies and the
strengthening exercises, this unique guidebook will give readers complete access
to the powerful healing secrets of the great Chinese warriors.

Ancient Jewish Prayers and Emotions
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Looks at the principles of health, wealth, and prosperity practiced by the Jewish
people in the Bible and how to apply these ideas to one's life.

The Secret Teachings of All Ages
Sacred Jewish texts such as the Torah and the Kabbalah have long been con-sidered repositories of some of the greatest wisdom ever assembled. Yet only the
smartest and most successful business professionals take advantage of these
powerful collections of advice. Using real-world business situations as illustrative
examples, this book reveals a four-thousand-year-old blueprint for success.Readers
will find practical insights on: conquering fear - harnessing will power - removing
ego from the equation - mas-tering negotiation techniques - dealing with failure utilizing spiritual entre-preneurship - harvesting the power of positivity - and
finding the right balance of character traits to succeed in any career or business
ventureThe ancient Jewish writings contain a breadth of knowledge anyone can
use, in business and in life. This enlightening and practical guide gives readers the
direction they need to make it work for them

השמד אברח
“Wondrous . . . Compelling . . . Piercing.” —The New York Times Book Review
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Award-winning writer Matti Friedman’s tale of Israel’s first spies has all the tropes
of an espionage novel, including duplicity, betrayal, disguise, clandestine
meetings, the bluff, and the double bluff—but it’s all true. Journalist and awardwinning author Matti Friedman’s tale of Israel’s first spies reads like an espionage
novel--but it’s all true. The four agents at the center of this story were part of a
ragtag unit known as the Arab Section, conceived during World War II by British
spies and Jewish militia leaders in Palestine. Intended to gather intelligence and
carry out sabotage operations, the unit consisted of Jews who were native to the
Arab world and could thus easily assume Arab identities. In 1948, with Israel’s
existence hanging in the balance, these men went undercover in Beirut, where
they spent the next two years operating out of a newsstand, collecting intelligence
and sending messages back to Israel via a radio whose antenna was disguised as a
clothesline. Of the dozen spies in the Arab Section at the war’s outbreak, five were
caught and executed. But in the end, the Arab Section would emerge as the
nucleus of the Mossad, Israel’s vaunted intelligence agency. Spies of No Country is
about the slippery identities of these young spies, but it’s also about the
complicated identity of Israel, a country that presents itself as Western but in fact
has more citizens with Middle Eastern roots and traditions, like the spies of this
narrative. Meticulously researched and masterfully told, Spies of No Country is an
eye-opening look at the paradoxes of the Middle East.

Demons, Angels, and Writing in Ancient Judaism
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Facsimile of 2004 Edition. This Book is dedicated to the memory of Leo Zeff, with
the fervent hope that the revelation of his work will help bring understanding and
sanity to a confused world. The Secret Chief Revealed reveals for the first time the
identity of pioneering psychedelic therapist Leo Zeff, which was kept secret in the
original The Secret Chief. The book contains the same text as the original with 32
pages of added material including epilogues written by Leo's children and patients,
and a new introduction by Myron Stolaroff. It comprises Conversations with Zeff,
pioneer in the underground psychedelic therapy movement. Reviews: "Though my
father enjoyed the occasional recognition that came his way in later years, no
accolade or honor ever meant as much to him as a single human being telling him
how much his knowledge, wisdom, and willingness to do this work has changed his
or her life. He surely left the world - and me - richer for having known him." -Sarah Zeff "In the illegality of his time it was unthinkable to publish the excellent
results of his therapy. It is therefore praiseworthy that today, years after his death,
a friend has undertaken the task of publishing the details of the therapeutic
methodology of this intrepid Ph.D. psychologist." -- Albert Hofmann, Ph.D., inventor
of LSD "Jacob (Leo) painfully weighed the pros and cons and made the decision to
challenge the law, continue his work with psychedelics, and assume personal
responsibility for his activity. He has already passed the judgment of his "family,"
the friends and clients whose lives he has profoundly changed. They remember
him with great love and gratitude. It remains to be seen how he will be judged by
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history" -- Stanislav Grof, M.D., author of LSD Psychotherapy.

Sages of the Talmud
The dawning of the nineteenth century found the Jews of Eastern Europe torn
between the forces of progress and reaction as they took their first tentative steps
toward the modern world. In a war of words and of books, Haskaia–the Jewish
Enlightenment–did battle with the religious revival movement known as Hasidism.
Perl, an ardent advocate of Enlightenment, unleashed the opening salvo with the
publication in 1819 of Revealer of Secrets. The novel tried to pass itself off as a
hasidic holy book when it was, in fact, a broadside against Hasidism–a parody of its
teachings and of the language of its holy books. The outraged hasidim responded
by buying up and burning as many copies as they could. Dov Taylor's careful
translation and commentary make this classic of Hebrew literature available and
accessible to the contemporary English-speaking reader while preserving the
integrity and bite of Perl's original. With Hasidism presently enjoying a remarkable
rebirth, the issues in Revealer of Secrets are all the more relevant to those seeking
to balance reason and faith. As the first Hebrew novel, the work will also be of
great interest to students of modern Hebrew literature and modern Jewish history.

The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
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A collection of biographical information about the authors of the Talmud. It
contains more than four hundred entries and hundreds of anecdotes about the
sages, all as recorded in the Talmud itself. An indispensable book for the student of
the Talmud.

The Higgledy-Piggledy Palace
Are you stuck in the vicious cycle of paying bills, drowning in debt, and not being
able to get ahead? As a believer, have you been wondering how to build wealth?
Are you searching for God's way to achieve financial independence? As a pastor for
both small and large churches, Jonathan Geraci has discovered that many
believers' struggles come down to how they relate to money. In this book you will
discover a Biblical holistic view on wealth that may surprise you. You will learn how
modern financial advisors and the ancient words of scripture agree. These simple
and engaging strategies will teach you Biblical habits for building wealth. In this
book you will discover - how to apply the fruits of the Spirit into your financial life. learn the emotional and spiritual consequences of debt and how to escape! - 5
money myths that many Christians fall into. - 4 secrets from the Bible for building
wealth. - discover how to practice "outrageous" generosity. You can turn around
your financial life by learning financial habits that are found in scripture. What's
stopping you from applying the Bible to every aspect of your life -- including your
finances?
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The Miracle Diet
Examines the late entrepreneur's dealings with the Soviet Union and his role in the
BCCI scandal

The Psychosocial Implications of Disney Movies
The protagonist of Tobias Wolff’s shrewdly—and at times devastatingly—observed
first novel is a boy at an elite prep school in 1960. He is an outsider who has
learned to mimic the negligent manner of his more privileged classmates. Like
many of them, he wants more than anything on earth to become a writer. But to
do that he must first learn to tell the truth about himself. The agency of revelation
is the school literary contest, whose winner will be awarded an audience with the
most legendary writer of his time. As the fever of competition infects the boy and
his classmates, fraying alliances, exposing weaknesses, Old School explores the
ensuing deceptions and betrayals with an unblinking eye and a bottomless store of
empathy. The result is further evidence that Wolff is an authentic American
master. From the Trade Paperback edition.

THE JEWISH SECRET
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A hugely controversial work that exposes a series of scandals from Oliver North to
the British royal family, The Secret War Against the Jews reveals as much about
political corruption inside Western intelligence as it does about Israel. Using
thousands of previously top-secret documents and interviews with hundreds of
current and former spies, Loftus and Aarons, both veteran investigators, Nazihunters, and authors, present a compelling narrative. The authors demonstrate
that numerous Western countries, especially the United States and Great Britain,
have conducted repeated and willful spying missions on Palestine and later Israel
over many decades. While on the surface these two countries and others profess to
be ardent allies of Israel, they work, in fact, through their intelligence services to
betray Israel's secrets to the Arabs. Their motive: oil and multinational profits,
which must be attained at any price through international covert policies. The
pageant of characters appearing in this narrative is vast and shocking. This is not
only a compelling work of history, but also a volume whose grave allegations will
be debated for years to come.

The Secret Holocaust Diaries
Find success in finance, friendships, , and spirituality with the advice of a wellknown expert It's safe to say that nearly everyone is seeking a happier, more
successful life. So then why do so few attain it? Business Secrets from the Bible
proposes a new way to view and approach success—one based upon key concepts
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from the Bible that are actually surprisingly simple. Written especially for those
seeking success in the realms of money, relationships, and spirituality, this book
encourages readers to realize their common mistakes, come to terms with them,
and turn those mistakes into future triumphs. Filled with concrete advice for
improved finances, spirituality, and connection, this resource takes a practical
approach and aims to change not just the minds, but the actions of readers with a
self-evident and persuasive pathway. Drawing on his wisdom and knowledge of the
Bible, the author reveals the clear link between making money and spirituality, and
urges readers to focus on self-discipline, integrity, and character strength in order
to achieve personal prosperity. Special emphasis is given to establishing positive
attitudes toward making money and adopting effective Biblically-based strategies.
Demonstrates how earnings and profits are God's reward for forming relationships
with others and serving them Stresses the importance of service, sharing, change,
leadership, and creating boundaries and structures Encourages readers to focus on
other people's desires and teaches why and how to make connections with many
people Suggests ways for readers to transform themselves and continue toward
success even in the face of fear and uncertainty Attaining wealth and well-being is
no longer a mystery. Let this book identify and correct the errors that are keeping
you from fulfillment and happiness.

The Secret Chief Revealed
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The Talmud is one of the most significant religious texts in the world, second only
to the Bible in its importance to Judaism. As the Bible is the word of God, The
Talmud applies that word to the lives of its followers. In a range of styles including
commentary, parables, proverbs and anecdotes, it provides guidance on all
aspects of everyday life from ownership to commerce to relationships. This
selection of its most illuminating passages makes accessible the centuries of
Jewish thought within The Talmud. Norman Solomon's clear translation from the
Bavli (Babylonian) Talmud is accompanied by an introduction on its arrangement,
social and historical background, reception and authors. This edition also includes
appendixes of background information, a glossary, time line, maps and indexes.

Business Secrets from the Bible
This is the first translation with commentary of selections from The Zohar, the
major text of the Kabbalah, the Jewish mystical tradition. This work was written in
13th-century Spain by Moses de Leon, a Spanish scholar.

Inheritance
Simplified Chinese Translation Why Are So Many Jews Millionaires? Jews are
estimated to make up less than 1% of the world's population, yet approximately
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25% of the world's billionaires are Jewish. Jews are always found on lists of the
world's richest people. In 2009, 139 of the Forbes 400 were Jewish. Jews also
comprise a very large number of history's most important figures, people who have
had a profound impact on humanity. Approximately 35% of Nobel Prizes have been
awarded to Jews. No other ethnic group has even come close to matching the
abilities and accomplishments of Jews. Since such a large percent of the wealthiest
and most successful people in the world are Jewish, a common question the world
over is, "Why are so many Jews so wealthy?" Their secret lies not in their genetics
or intelligence, as some have believed, but in their religion. Many of the wealthiest
Jews use a code based on Judaism. You do not need to convert to Judaism or
believe in religion to use The Money Code. "Religion has preserved history's
greatest wisdom teachings," says religious studies scholar Huston Cummings
Smith. There are various methods of wealth creation; however, many are shortlived, unfulfilling, or hazardous. The ideal circumstance is to create long-lasting
wealth, accompanied by peace of mind and fulfillment. This book will reveal the
code that many Jews understand and use to their great advantage. The Money
Code can be used by absolutely anyone to achieve long-term wealth and success
in life.

The Secret War Against the Jews
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Wealth Building Secrets from the Bible
Why are so many Jews Successful Investors that Accumulate Massive Wealth? Jews
are known to be the most successful and best performing hedge-fund managers,
investors, and traders in the world. Out of the best 25 money managers since the
advent of American Capitalism, 17 are Jewish! Some of those in the top 25 are very
famous: George Soros, Steven Cohen, James Simon, David Tepper, John Paulson,
Carl Icahn, Daniel Loeb, Leon Cooperman, Israel Englander, David Einhorn, Seth
Klarman, and Bruce Kovner. Groundbreaking research has found that one of the
key components to the success of the Jews is their religion-Judaism. The Tanakh, a
Jewish religious text, contains codes and messages secretly hidden within its pagesdecoded by the Talmud, it offers practical guidance that can be applied to your
investing and business practices. The Investing Code contains the time-tested
secret wisdom found in the Tanakh that has worked to help the Jews accumulate
wealth generation after generation. It can be applied by anyone today to attain
wealth through wise investing practices.

Inside Swiss Banking
Now an HBO® Film starring Oprah Winfrey and Rose Byrne #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER Her name was Henrietta Lacks, but scientists know her as HeLa. She
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was a poor black tobacco farmer whose cells—taken without her knowledge in
1951—became one of the most important tools in medicine, vital for developing
the polio vaccine, cloning, gene mapping, and more. Henrietta's cells have been
bought and sold by the billions, yet she remains virtually unknown, and her family
can't afford health insurance. This phenomenal New York Times bestseller tells a
riveting story of the collision between ethics, race, and medicine; of scientific
discovery and faith healing; and of a daughter consumed with questions about the
mother she never knew.

The Pope and Mussolini
A comprehensive resource provides line-by-line Talmud commentary for every
portion of the Torah, in a reference for rabbinical leaders, individuals seeking a
greater understanding of the weekly parsha, and students.

Zohar, the Book of Enlightenment
Does your business and family struggle with cash flow, debt, expansion? Unlock
the key to true riches in Author Alan Asp's new book UNLOCKING JEWISH CODE get
the new book everyone is talking about. Take charge of your finances, your future
and your life. Finally control your money and stop letting your money control you.
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The Investing Code
The Secret Teachings of All Ages is perhaps the most comprehensive and complete
esoteric encyclopedia ever written. The sheer scope and ambition of this book are
stunning. In this book Manly P. Hall has successfully distilled the essence of more
arcane subjects than one would think possible. This book explores the themes
underlying ancient mythology, philosophy, and religion. Unrivaled in its beauty and
completeness, it distills ancient and modern teachings of nearly 600 experts.

Jewish Wisdom for Business Success: Lessons for the Torah
and Other Ancient Texts
Offers advice on personal finance and creating wealth based on the principles of
Jewish tradition.

Secrets of Jewish Wealth Revealed
You cannot serve both God and money (Matthew 6:24), but unfortunately, many
people serve money without ever consciously choosing to do so. By not learning
how to manage your money, you become a servant to your finances. Even though
you desire to boldly serve God, you end up serving money by default – simply
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because of your financial situation in life. Money Mastery is here to help! It’s
loaded with spiritual principles and practical tools that will empower you to master
your money. M.B.A. Billy Epperhart shares: Why God wants you wealthy The Triple
X Factor of $$$ mastery with practical steps, charts, and checklists Seven steps to
financial freedom Using wealth to partner with God to help others and impact
nations

The Weight of Ink
PULITZER PRIZE WINNER • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY SAN
FRANCISCO CHRONICLE From National Book Award finalist David I. Kertzer comes
the gripping story of Pope Pius XI’s secret relations with Italian dictator Benito
Mussolini. This groundbreaking work, based on seven years of research in the
Vatican and Fascist archives, including reports from Mussolini’s spies inside the
highest levels of the Church, will forever change our understanding of the Vatican’s
role in the rise of Fascism in Europe. The Pope and Mussolini tells the story of two
men who came to power in 1922, and together changed the course of twentiethcentury history. In most respects, they could not have been more different. One
was scholarly and devout, the other thuggish and profane. Yet Pius XI and “Il Duce”
had many things in common. They shared a distrust of democracy and a visceral
hatred of Communism. Both were prone to sudden fits of temper and were fiercely
protective of the prerogatives of their office. (“We have many interests to protect,”
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the Pope declared, soon after Mussolini seized control of the government in 1922.)
Each relied on the other to consolidate his power and achieve his political goals. In
a challenge to the conventional history of this period, in which a heroic Church
does battle with the Fascist regime, Kertzer shows how Pius XI played a crucial role
in making Mussolini’s dictatorship possible and keeping him in power. In exchange
for Vatican support, Mussolini restored many of the privileges the Church had lost
and gave in to the pope’s demands that the police enforce Catholic morality. Yet in
the last years of his life—as the Italian dictator grew ever closer to Hitler—the
pontiff’s faith in this treacherous bargain started to waver. With his health failing,
he began to lash out at the Duce and threatened to denounce Mussolini’s antiSemitic racial laws before it was too late. Horrified by the threat to the ChurchFascist alliance, the Vatican’s inner circle, including the future Pope Pius XII,
struggled to restrain the headstrong pope from destroying a partnership that had
served both the Church and the dictator for many years. The Pope and Mussolini
brims with memorable portraits of the men who helped enable the reign of Fascism
in Italy: Father Pietro Tacchi Venturi, Pius’s personal emissary to the dictator, a
wily anti-Semite known as Mussolini’s Rasputin; Victor Emmanuel III, the king of
Italy, an object of widespread derision who lacked the stature—literally and
figuratively—to stand up to the domineering Duce; and Cardinal Secretary of State
Eugenio Pacelli, whose political skills and ambition made him Mussolini’s most
powerful ally inside the Vatican, and positioned him to succeed the pontiff as the
controversial Pius XII, whose actions during World War II would be subject for
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debate for decades to come. With the recent opening of the Vatican archives
covering Pius XI’s papacy, the full story of the Pope’s complex relationship with his
Fascist partner can finally be told. Vivid, dramatic, with surprises at every turn, The
Pope and Mussolini is history writ large and with the lightning hand of truth.

Dossier
This book: Volume 1 Sarah, the wife of the patriarch Abraham, and the great
mother of the Jewish people, was the most beautiful woman who ever lived.
Everybody who saw her marveled at the dazzling radiance of her countenance;
they stood spellbound before the glorious light that shone in her eyes and the
wondrous clearness of her complexion. About the series: The very cordial welcome
given to my earlier volume of "Jewish Fairy Tales and Fables" has prompted me to
draw further upon Rabbinic lore in the interest, chiefly, of the children. How the
wise Rabbis of old took into account the necessities of the little ones, whose minds
they understood so perfectly, is obvious from such legends as those dealing with
boyish exploits of the great Biblical characters, Abraham, Moses, and David. These
I have rewritten from the stories in the Talmud and Midrash in a manner suitable
for the children of to-day. I have ventured also beyond the confines of these two
wonderful compilations. There is a wealth of delightful imagination in the legends
and folk-lore of the Jews of a later period which is almost entirely unknown to
children. I have drawn also on these sources for some of the stories here
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presented. My desire is to give boys and girls something Jewish which they may be
able to regard as companion delights to the treasury of general fairy-lore and
childish romance.

Breaking the Jewish Code
WINNER OF A NATIONAL JEWISH BOOK AWARD A USA TODAY BESTSELLER "A gifted
writer, astonishingly adept at nuance, narration, and the politics of passion."—Toni
Morrison Set in London of the 1660s and of the early twenty-first century, The
Weight of Ink is the interwoven tale of two women of remarkable intellect: Ester
Velasquez, an emigrant from Amsterdam who is permitted to scribe for a blind
rabbi, just before the plague hits the city; and Helen Watt, an ailing historian with a
love of Jewish history. When Helen is summoned by a former student to view a
cache of newly discovered seventeenth-century Jewish documents, she enlists the
help of Aaron Levy, an American graduate student as impatient as he is charming,
and embarks on one last project: to determine the identity of the documents'
scribe, the elusive "Aleph." Electrifying and ambitious, The Weight of Ink is about
women separated by centuries—and the choices and sacrifices they must make in
order to reconcile the life of the heart and mind.

The Jews and Modern Capitalism
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Everybody Lies
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of disciplines present
their analyses of Disney movies and Disney music, which are mainstays of popular
culture. The power of the Disney brand has heightened the need for academics to
question whether Disney’s films and music function as a tool of the Western elite
that shapes the views of those less empowered. Given its global reach, how the
Walt Disney Company handles the role of race, gender, and sexuality in social
structural inequality merits serious reflection according to a number of the articles
in the volume. On the other hand, other authors argue that Disney productions can
help individuals cope with difficult situations or embrace progressive thinking. The
different approaches to the assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also
vary according to the theoretical perspectives guiding the interpretation of both
overt and latent symbolic meaning in the movies. The authors of the 15 articles
encourage readers to engage with the material, showcasing a variety of views
about the good, the bad, and the best way forward.

A Tooth from the Tiger's Mouth
An Instant NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A LOS ANGELES TIMES, BOSTON GLOBE,
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WALL STREET JOURNAL, and NATIONAL INDIE BESTSELLER Named A BEST BOOK OF
THE YEAR by *Elle * Real Simple * Kirkus Reviews * BookPage * "Memoir gold: a
profound and exquisitely rendered exploration of identity and the true meaning of
family." --People Magazine "Beautifully written and deeply moving--it brought me
to tears more than once."--Ruth Franklin, The New York Times Book Review From
the acclaimed, best-selling memoirist, novelist and host of the hit podcast Family
Secrets, comes a memoir about the staggering family secret uncovered by a
genealogy test: an exploration of the urgent ethical questions surrounding fertility
treatments and DNA testing, and a profound inquiry of paternity, identity, and love.
In the spring of 2016, through a genealogy website to which she had casually
submitted her DNA for analysis, Dani Shapiro received the stunning news that her
beloved deceased father was not her biological father. Over the course of a single
day, her entire history--the life she had lived--crumbled beneath her. Inheritance is
a book about secrets. It is the story of a woman's urgent quest to unlock the story
of her own identity, a story that had been scrupulously hidden from her for more
than fifty years. It is a book about the extraordinary moment we live in, a moment
in which science and technology have outpaced not only medical ethics but also
the capacities of the human heart to contend with the consequences of what we
discover. Dani Shapiro's memoir unfolds at a breakneck pace--part mystery, part
real-time investigation, part rumination on the ineffable combination of memory,
history, biology, and experience that makes us who we are. Inheritance is a
devastating and haunting interrogation of the meaning of kinship and identity,
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written with stunning intensity and precision.

The Money Code (Chinese)
Why is this diet book different? Diets fail not because you don't know what or how
much to eat. Diets fail because it takes 10 Diet Skills to overcome the challenges of
changing old habits. Like it or not, we're all on a diet, whether that includes eating
a bag of chips or an apple! The only question is are you on a diet that will make
you and your family sick, or make you well? The Miracle Diet is not just for 4 or 5
weeks. It's eating smart for the rest of your life! To make long term changes in
your health and lifestyle, you need to use ALL10 skills. The Miracle Diet will teach
you how and when! You can lose 10, 20, 50, 100 pounds or more. This book will
empower you to lose weight and keep it off permanently! Everything you believe
about dieting is about to change!

Thou Shall Prosper
Foreword by Steven Pinker Blending the informed analysis of The Signal and the
Noise with the instructive iconoclasm of Think Like a Freak, a fascinating,
illuminating, and witty look at what the vast amounts of information now instantly
available to us reveals about ourselves and our world—provided we ask the right
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questions. By the end of an average day in the early twenty-first century, human
beings searching the internet will amass eight trillion gigabytes of data. This
staggering amount of information—unprecedented in history—can tell us a great
deal about who we are—the fears, desires, and behaviors that drive us, and the
conscious and unconscious decisions we make. From the profound to the
mundane, we can gain astonishing knowledge about the human psyche that less
than twenty years ago, seemed unfathomable. Everybody Lies offers fascinating,
surprising, and sometimes laugh-out-loud insights into everything from economics
to ethics to sports to race to sex, gender and more, all drawn from the world of big
data. What percentage of white voters didn’t vote for Barack Obama because he’s
black? Does where you go to school effect how successful you are in life? Do
parents secretly favor boy children over girls? Do violent films affect the crime
rate? Can you beat the stock market? How regularly do we lie about our sex lives
and who’s more self-conscious about sex, men or women? Investigating these
questions and a host of others, Seth Stephens-Davidowitz offers revelations that
can help us understand ourselves and our lives better. Drawing on studies and
experiments on how we really live and think, he demonstrates in fascinating and
often funny ways the extent to which all the world is indeed a lab. With conclusions
ranging from strange-but-true to thought-provoking to disturbing, he explores the
power of this digital truth serum and its deeper potential—revealing biases deeply
embedded within us, information we can use to change our culture, and the
questions we’re afraid to ask that might be essential to our health—both emotional
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and physical. All of us are touched by big data everyday, and its influence is
multiplying. Everybody Lies challenges us to think differently about how we see it
and the world.

The Jewish Phenomenon
A new explanation of the beginnings of Jewish angelology and demonology,
drawing on non-canonical writings and Aramaic Dead Sea Scrolls.

The Talmud
QUOTES FROM THE JEWS "I say the word " Anti-Semite" is vulgar and pedantic: that
I think will be universally admitted. It is also nonsensical. The antagonism to the
Jews has nothing to do with any supposed "Semitic" race which probably does not
exist any more than do many other modern hypothetical abstractions, and which,
anyhow, does not come into the matter. The Anti-Semite is not a man who hates
the modern Arabs or the ancient Carthaginians. He is a man who hates Jews."

Secrets of Jewish Wealth Revealed
With truly startling statistics and a wealth of anecdotes, Silbiger reveals the
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cultural principles that form the bedrock of Jewish success in America.

The Jews
This phenomenal system teaches the best way to apply life transforming financial
concepts.It is a straightforward and empowering quest that will transform your
financial life forever.

Spies of No Country
An inspiring account of America at its worst-and Americans at their best-woven
from the stories of Depression-era families who were helped by gifts from the
author's generous and secretive grandfather. Shortly before Christmas 1933 in
Depression-scarred Canton, Ohio, a small newspaper ad offered $10, no strings
attached, to 75 families in distress. Interested readers were asked to submit letters
describing their hardships to a benefactor calling himself Mr. B. Virdot. The
author's grandfather Sam Stone was inspired to place this ad and assist his fellow
Cantonians as they prepared for the cruelest Christmas most of them would ever
witness. Moved by the tales of suffering and expressions of hope contained in the
letters, which he discovered in a suitcase 75 years later, Ted Gup initially set out to
unveil the lives behind them, searching for records and relatives all over the
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country who could help him flesh out the family sagas hinted at in those letters.
From these sources, Gup has re-created the impact that Mr B. Virdot's gift had on
each family. Many people yearned for bread, coal, or other necessities, but many
others received money from B. Virdot for more fanciful items-a toy horse, say, or a
set of encyclopedias. As Gup's investigations revealed, all these things had the
power to turn people's lives around- even to save them. But as he uncovered the
suffering and triumphs of dozens of strangers, Gup also learned that Sam Stone
was far more complex than the lovable- retiree persona he'd always shown his
grandson. Gup unearths deeply buried details about Sam's life-from his
impoverished, abusive upbringing to felonious efforts to hide his immigrant origins
from U.S. officials-that help explain why he felt such a strong affinity to strangers
in need. Drawing on his unique find and his award-winning reportorial gifts, Ted
Gup solves a singular family mystery even while he pulls away the veil of eight
decades that separate us from the hardships that united America during the
Depression. In A Secret Gift, he weaves these revelations seamlessly into a
tapestry of Depression-era America, which will fascinate and inspire in equal
measure. Watch a Video
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